Anzac Day Poppies Editing
The following passage about the Anzac Day poppies has incorrect spelling and punctuation.
After identifying the errors, rewrite the text with the correct spelling and punctuation.
the red poppy is considered to be a simbol. A symbol is something that represents or
stands four something else The red poppy is recognised as a symbol of war remembrance
threwout the world. we use the red poppy to represent remembrance of australian and
new Zeeland Army Corps (ANZAC) personel who died during the Frist World war and we
comemorate this day on 25th april each year.
The red poppy were sed to be a common sight on the batlefields. It was won of the
first plants too sprung up and grew easily on the land churned
up by the impact of war. the colour of the flower is associated
with remembring the loss of life and sacrifices the soldiers
mad. Today, funds raised through the sail of poppies during
the Poppy Appeal, go towards helping war veterans and
there familys.
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Anzac Day Poppies Editing Answers
The following passage about Anzac Day has incorrect spelling and punctuation.
After identifying the errors, rewrite the text with the correct spelling and punctuation.
The red poppy is considered to be a symbol. A symbol is something that represents
for stands for something else. The red poppy is recognised as a symbol of war
remembrance throughout the world. We use the red poppy to represent remembrance
of Australian and New Zealand Army Corps (ANZAC) personnel who died during
the First World War and we commemorate this day on 25th April each year.
The red poppy was said to be a common sight on the battlefields. It was one of the
first plants to spring up and grew easily on the land churned up
by the impact of war. The colour of the flower is associated
with remembering the loss of life and sacrifices the soldiers
made. Today, funds raised through the sale of poppies during
the Poppy Appeal, go towards helping war veterans and
their families.
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